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PLAY
DEFINITION:

PLAY TYPES:

ConstructiveImaginativeSocio-dramatic

 

Experimental/
Investigative

CreativeEducational /
pedagogical material



SOCIO-DRAMATIC AND/OR IMAGINATIVE PLAY

   

CHILD’S ACTIONS DURING ROLE ENACTMENT

Uses materials   
  and in this way she is led to 
  taking on a role 

Pretends that she has taken a 
  role without stating it and uses 
  the relevant materials
  

Says and does things that are 
  connected to the role given to 
  her before or during play, for a 
  short period of time

  

 Says and does things 

  assigned to her in the same 
  play context

Says that she will take a 

  scenario begins
  

 

Child’s Expected Actions



Child’s Expected Actions

In enacting and
developing a role the
following actions are
highlighted:

  to the role that she said she will 
  take for a short period of time 
  
  

  take in the same play context

 Interacts and invites others to 

  converses with the others in 
  order to develop the scenario for 

 
                                

  (e.g. I will be the mother and I 
  will feed the baby, you could be 
  dad and cook the food)

 
  actions according to the role and 
  scenario development for a long 
  period of time 

Language use                                                                           
Tone of voice and facial expressions                                                                                  
Use of gestures and body
movements                                                         
Use of materials in realistic and/or 
symbolic ways



It is expected that children within the context of socio-dramatic and/or the 
imaginative play, will be involved in the above mentioned actions. We are not 
referring to a linear course of actions since within the same context of play 
children can follow suggestions but can also make suggestions. However, it is 
expected that they will have multiple and rich experiences in which most of 
these actions will be exhibited and will cover the complexity of the role taking 
process.
 

Child’s Expected Actions

Child’s expected actions in relation to role enactment

Guides other childern, in and out of 

   role, and helps them develop a 

   scenario for a long period of time 

   (at least 40 minutes)

 Takes more than one role

   depending on the needs of the 

   scenario

   

 



CHILD’S ACTION DURING SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT

 Gets involved in play using real 
  materials, taking on roles 
  without scenarios
  

 Gets involved in play taking on 
  a particular role based on the 
  preset scenarios 
  

 Suggests or follows
  stereotypical types of scenarios
  

 Proposes a new idea for a 
  scenario and begins to assign 
  roles
  

 Proposes a new scenario, 
  assigns roles and begins to 
  describe what should be done 
  and what each one should do
  

  

Child’s Expected Actions



Enriches the scenario through 
  interaction and uses realistic 
  materials for a short period of 
  time     
  

                                    
 Accepts or suggests new ideas 

  events, the heroes/roles, the 
  context where the scenario takes 
  place or the use of materials in 
  and out of the role
  

 Suggests or responds to the 
  creation of a problem/dilemma 
  in the scenario
  

                                                                   
 Interacts with others and is 

  involved in dialogue based on the 

  long period of time 

  

 
                                                                
 Accepts or suggests new ideas 

  events, the heroes/roles, the 
  setting, where the scenario takes 
  place, or the symbolic use of 
  materials 
  

 In or out of a role, guides the 
  others for the development of 
  the scenario                                                              
 

                                     

Child’s Expected Actions



It is expected that children within socio-dramatic and/or imaginative play will 
exhibit these behaviors. We do not refer to a linear course of actions since 
in the same play context children can follow a preset scenario or they can 
suggest a new one. However, it is expected that they will have multiple and 
rich experiences in which most of these actions would be evident and will 
touch upon the complexity of the process of developing a scenario.

Suggests or follows the ideas for 
  ending a scenario giving the 
  solution to the problem by 
  interacting with other children
  

  non-stereotypical types of 
  scenarios

 
Describes and enacts scenarios 

  following the basic structure of
  a story: beginning-middle-end, 
  sequence of events, basic 
  problem/dilemma and solution.
  

Suggests or is involved in 
  scenarios that last more than one 
  day
  

Child’s Expected actions
Child’s expected actions in relation toscenario debelopment



THE ROLE OF THE ADULT

OBSERVATION

  Go to the next kingdom to…
  Child’s need (CN):  scenario creation, scenario enrichment

  You will be the travel agent and you will be the customer…
  CN: role division, collaboration

  Since you are a witch your look must be vicious and your voice should be loud and strict…

  Say to her, “I am the queen, I do not allow you to talk to me this way”
  CN: appropriate role-performance, enrich drama skills 

  How else could you have travelled to the secret treasure island?!
  CN: Role and scenario enrichment 

  I am glad you accepted to have two mums in your scenario! In this way you can all play  

  Remember that only 4 children are allowed to play
  CN: Play continuation

  Anna would love to be the princess!
  

  Go to the shop to buy some food for the birthday party we are having

  Since no one wants to be the wolf, I will be, so that you can play your scenario  
  CN: Play sustainability and scenario enrichement, collaboration

The teacher observes play in order to locate:
 Needs (play, learning and develoment needs)
 Play level (role and scenario development)
 Learning outcomes

ADULT INVOLEMENT AND ACTION DURING PLAY

Direct Involvement



  You could be the doctor who examines the baby

  
  CN: Scenario, role enrichment

Here, take this baby doll…  
  

   Could the two daddies take together the babies to the playground to play?…
  CN: Scenario and role enrichment within the group, collaboration, acceptance of the  

  Anna said you could take the boat to go hunt the shark…

What else do you think could happen during this trip?
  CN: Enrich and develop the scenario, language support, acceptance of the other, collaboration 

  You could call the store to check if they have a bigger size of those shoes
  CN: Enrich the scenario and solve a problem

  
  CN: Enrich the scenario, thought planning

  How many chairs will we need for our 3 guests?
  CN:  Maintaining and developing the scenario

  Who is in the house?

  What can happen now that the wolf has returned?
  
 

  Takes the medical tools and examines the doll using the materials in the appropriate way
  CN: Realistic and symbolic use of materials, appropriate role performance

I am the king, and I do not allow you to talk to me in this way
 

  CN: Appropriate role performance, problem solving, thought planning

I think grandpa needs oxygen, it is better to call the ambulance  
  

  CN: Scenario enrichment, collaboration, acceptance of others

 

Indirect Involvement
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